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Five Point Someone - Chetan
Bhagat 2004
Set in IIT, in the early '90s,
Five Point Someone portrays
the lives of the protagonist
Hari and his two friends Ryan
and Alok. It explores the darker
side of IIT, one in which
students- having worked for
years to make it into the
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

institute-struggle to maintain
their grades, keep their friends
and have some kind of life
outside studies.
The Edge of Desire - Tuhin
Sinha 2012-08-07
When journalist Shruti Ranjan,
newly-wed wife of the Deputy
Commissioner of Kishanganj in
the lawless Bihar of the 1990s,
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is brutally raped by a
'politically sheltered local goon'
all of her attempts at getting
justice are crushed by a
corrupt and complicit state
government. That's when the
charismatic Sharad Malviya a
leading member of the
Opposition party offers her an
unlikely solution: his party's
ticket to contest the Lok Sabha
elections. Left with little to
choose from, Shruti agrees
only to realize that being
catapulted to an enviable
position of power in an allman's world comes at a price.
Caught between her mentor
and her spouse - both upright
but ultimately flawed men - and
a host of envious others who
continue to cast aspersions on
her character - she struggles to
address the larger problems of
the country.
India Positive - Chetan Bhagat
2019
In India Positive, bestselling
author and columnist Chetan
Bhagat brings together essays
that work as a manifesto for
change. Examining a gamut of
subjects—from education to
employment, from GST to
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

infrastructure, from corruption
to casteism—Bhagat reflects on
what we can do right in order
to move forward and become a
truly modern, progressive
country. He expresses in these
pages his belief that, if we
want to see reform, we—as
citizens—need to be the
solution. If our country is to
shine, Bhagat says, we need to
stand up and be ‘India Positive
Citizens’. In a world ridden
with negativity, these simply
written, perceptive and
solution-driven essays are a
must-read for anyone invested
in the present and future of
India.
Delhi - Khushwant Singh 1990
Travelling through time, space
and history to 'discover' his
beloved city, the narrator of
this novel meets a myriad of
people - poets and princes,
saints and sultans, temptresses
and traitors, emperors and
eunuchs - who have shaped and
endowed Delhi with its very
mystique.
Making India Awesome Chetan Bhagat 2015-08
Love your country? Want to
make it truly great? Tired of
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loud debates and complex
arguments which lead to no
solutions? Welcome to
MAKING INDIA AWESOME.
Following the phenomenal
success of his first non-fiction
book, What Young India Wants,
Chetan Bhagat, the country's
biggest-selling writer, returns
with another book of essays in
which he analyses and provides
inspired solutions to the
country's most intractable
problems-poverty,
unemployment, corruption,
violence against women,
communal violence, religious
fundamentalism, illiteracy and
more. Using simple language
and concepts, this book will
enable you to understand the
most complex of problems
facing the nation today and
give practical solutions on how
you can do your part to solve
them.
Under Delhi - Sorabh Pant
2014-07-25
`If you?re being raped, call
your perpetrator ?bhaiya? and
he will stop.? Asaram Bapu,
`holyman?. `Chowmein and
fast food causes rapes.? ?
Haryana Khap Panchayat.
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

'(Some) Women protesting
rape are dented and painted.??
Abhijit Mukherjee, The
President's son. Ladies: throw
away your pepper sprays. You
don?t need them as long as
your lips are armed with the
potent word, `bhaiya?. Fire at
will. Don?t eat fast food. Eating
needs you to use your mouth in
front of men, which is just
`asking for it?. Always agree to
any man?s sexual proposition ?
just say, `Yes?, to everyone.
Most importantly, before
making any wardrobe choices
do consult with the President?s
son. He?s never too busy to
help you out with his insightful
fashion tips. OR, ignore these
wise words and go out and kick
men like that in the grapes and
fight back. That?s what I do.
This is that story. The story of
Tanya Bisht, over and under
Delhi.
That Night - NIDHI.
UPADHYAY 2021-08
What happens when an
innocent prank goes horribly
wrong? Natasha, Riya, Anjali
and Katherine were best
friends in college - each
different from the other yet
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inseparable - until that night. It
was the night that began with a
bottle of whisky and a game of
Ouija but ended with the death
of Sania, their unlikeable
hostel mate. The friends vowed
never to discuss that fateful
night, a pact that had kept
their friendship and guilt
dormant for the last twenty
years. But now, someone has
begun to mess with them,
threatening to reveal the truth
that only Sania knew. Is it a
hacker playing on their guilt or
has Sania's ghost really
returned to avenge her death?
As the faceless enemy closes in
on them, the friends come
together once again to recount
what really happened that
night. But when the story is
retold by each of them, the
pieces don't fit. Because none
of them is telling the whole
truth . . . That Night is a dark,
twisted tale of friendship and
betrayal that draws you in and
confounds you at every turn.
Global Bollywood - Anandam
P. Kavoori 2008-08
Global Bollywood brings
together leading scholars to
examine the transnational and
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

transmedia terrain of
Bollywood. Defining Bollywood
as an arena of public culture
distinct from Hindi-language
Bombay cinema, this volume
offers a new critical framework
for analyzing the institutional,
cultural, and political
dimensions of Bollywood films
and film music as they begin to
constitute an important circuit
of global flows in the twentyfirst century.
The Heat and Dust Project Saurav Jha 2015-11-01
'We were the usual: nine-tofivers, investment-makers,
mall-goers, office-trippers and
city-slickers. We were lifegoing-to-seeders.' Living in a
sunny barsati in south Delhi,
Saurav Jha and Devapriya Roy
are your average DINK couple,
about to acquire a few EMIs
and come of age in the modern
consumerist world. Only, they
don't. They junk the swivel
chairs, gain a couple of
backpacks and set out on a
transformational journey
across India. On a very, very
tight budget: five hundred
rupees a day for bed and
board. And the Heat and Dust
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project begins. Joining the
ranks of firang gap-year kids
and Israelis fresh out of
compulsory army service, they
travel across a land in which
five thousand years of Indian
history seem to jostle side by
side. It is, by turns, holy and
hectic, thuggish and comic,
amoral and endearing. In buses
that hurtle through the
darkness of the night and the
heat of the day, across
thousands of miles, in ever new
places, the richness of this
crowded palette spills over into
their lives. From rooms by the
hour to strange dinner
invitations, from spectacular
forts to raging tantrums, this is
a youthful account of
wanderlust and whimsy, of
eccentric choices that unfold
into the journey of a lifetime ...
and a supreme test of
marriage.
Politics of Jugaad - Saba Naqvi
2019
Politics of Jugaad examines the
history of coalition
governments to project the
possibilities of one, as the
countdown to the 2019 Lok
Sabha election begins. It asks
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

whether coalitions are an
inevitability we have to live
with, especially since coalitions
have been unstable, and
whether they also hold out the
promise of greater
democratization in a nation as
diverse as ours. It analyses the
possibilities of the formation of
coalitions in various states and
their chances of success and
failure, leading up to the
question: Can a few regional
parties potentially tip the
scales and defeat the Modi-led
BJP? In this most authoritative
volume, Saba Naqvi strikes the
perfect balance between
precise argument and fresh
prose, minutely discussing
what could be the direction,
politics and policy of India's
next coalition government. It is
essential reading for anyone
interested in the nature of
transformation in Indian
political parties and their role
in contemporary times.
One Arranged Murder Chetan Bhagat 2022-07-01
Keshav has set up an
investigation agency with his
best friend, Saurabh. Can the
two amateur detectives
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successfully solve another
murder case that affects them
personally? And where will it
leave their friendship? 'Ever
since you found Prerna, I lost
my best friend' is what I told
Saurabh. Hi, this is Keshav,
and Saurabh, my best friend,
flatmate, colleague and
business partner, won't talk to
me. Because I made fun of him
and his fiancé, Saurabh and
Prerna will be getting married
soon. It is an arranged
marriage. However, there is
more cheesy romance between
them than any love-marriage
couple. On Karva Chauth, she
fasted for him. She didn't eat
all day. In the evening, she
called him and waited on the
terrace for the moon and for
Saurabh to break her fast.
Excited, Saurabh ran up the
steps of her three-storey house.
But when he reached ...
Welcome to One Arranged
Murder, an unputdownable
thriller from India's highestselling author. A story about
love, friendship, family and
crime. It will keep you
entertained and hooked right
till the end.
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

Well-Behaved Indian Women Saumya Dave 2020-07-14
“A sparkling debut.”—Emily
Giffin, #1 New York Times
Bestselling Author From a
compelling new voice in
women's fiction comes a
mother-daughter story about
three generations of women
who struggle to define
themselves as they pursue
their dreams. Simran Mehta
has always felt harshly judged
by her mother, Nandini,
especially when it comes to her
little "writing hobby." But when
a charismatic and highly
respected journalist careens
into Simran's life, she begins to
question not only her future as
a psychologist, but her
engagement to her high school
sweetheart. Nandini Mehta has
strived to create an easy life
for her children in America.
From dealing with her
husband's demanding family to
the casual racism of her
patients, everything Nandini
has endured has been for her
children's sake. It isn’t until an
old colleague makes her a lifechanging offer that Nandini
realizes she's spent so much
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time focusing on being the
Perfect Indian Woman, she’s
let herself slip away. Mimi
Kadakia failed her daughter,
Nandini, in ways she'll never
be able to fix—or forget. But
with her granddaughter, she
has the chance to be
supportive and offer help when
it's needed. As life begins to
pull Nandini and Simran apart,
Mimi is determined to be the
bridge that keeps them
connected, even as she carries
her own secret burden.
Tinderbox - M.J. Akbar
2012-06-26
“Among many recent books on
Pakistan, Mr. Akbar’s stands
out….A fine and detailed
history of Indian Muslim anger
and insecurity.” —The
Economist In Tinderbox,
India’s leading journalist
delivers a fascinating narrative
history of Pakistan, chronicling
the conflict between Muslim
and Hindu cultures in South
Asia and describing the role
that their relationship has
played in defining both the
country and the region.
Editorial director of India
Today and editor of the Sunday
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

Guardian, M. J. Akbar gives
readers an unprecedented look
at Pakistan past and present.
Panoramic in scope but specific
in detail, with rich portraits of
the central figures and events
that have defined the nation’s
history, Ackbar’s Tinderbox
tells the Pakistanian story from
the Middle Ages to the present,
puts the Taliban and its place
within modern Islam into a
meaningful context, and
diagnoses where the country is
headed in the 21st century.
Half Girlfriend - Chetan
Bhagat 2014-10-01
The Truth About Me - A
Revathi 2010-07-10
We got stared at a lot. People
asked out loudly—some out of
curiosity, others out of
malice—whether we were men
or women or ‘number nines’ or
devadasis. Several men made
bold to touch us, on our backs,
on our shoulders. Some
attempted to grab our breasts.
‘Original or duplicate?’ they
shouted and hooted. At such
moments I felt despair and
wondered if there would ever
be a way for us to live with
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dignity and make a decent
living. Revathi was born a boy,
but felt and behaved like a girl.
In telling her life story, Revathi
evokes marvellously the deep
unease of being in the wrong
body that plagued her from
childhood. To be true to
herself, to escape the constant
violence visited upon her by
her family and community, the
village-born Revathi ran away
to Delhi to join a house of
hijras. Her life became an
incredible series of dangerous
physical and emotional
journeys to become a woman
and to find love. The Truth
about Me is the unflinchingly
courageous and moving
autobiography of a hijra who
fought ridicule, persecution
and violence both within her
home and outside to find a life
of dignity.
The Palace of Illusions - Chitra
Banerjee Divakaruni
2009-02-10
Taking us back to a time that is
half history, half myth and
wholly magical, bestselling
author Chitra Banerjee
Divakaruni gives voice to
Panchaali, the fire-born
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

heroine of the Mahabharata, as
she weaves a vibrant retelling
of an ancient epic saga.
Married to five royal husbands
who have been cheated out of
their father's kingdom,
Panchaali aids their quest to
reclaim their birthright,
remaining at their side through
years of exile and a terrible
civil war. But she cannot deny
her complicated friendship
with the enigmatic Krishna—or
her secret attraction to the
mysterious man who is her
husbands' most dangerous
enemy—as she is caught up in
the ever-manipulating hands of
fate.
I Too Had a Love Story Ravinder Singh 2018-01-15
This 10th anniversary edition
of I Too had a Love Story
brings to life one of the
decade's most-loved romance
novels with gorgeous
illustrations in a brand new
design. With a personal note
from the author, this book is a
collector's edition. It will also
make for a fabulous gift. Do
love stories ever die? . . . How
would you react when a
beautiful person comes into
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your life, and then goes away
from you . . . forever? Not all
love stories are meant to have
a perfect ending. I Too Had a
Love Story is one such saga. It
is the tender and heartfelt tale
of Ravin and Khushi--two
people who found each other
on a matrimonial site and fell
in love . . . until life put their
love to the ultimate test.
Romantic, emotional and
sincere, this heartbreaking
true life story has already
touched a million hearts. This
bestselling novel is a must-read
for anyone who believes in the
magic of love . . .
Chain of Custody - Anita Nair
2016-08-22
What does thirteen-year-old
Nandita’s disappearance have
to do with the murder of a
prominent lawyer in a gated
community? As Gowda
investigates, he is suddenly
embroiled in Bangalore’s childtrafficking racket. Negotiating
insensitive laws, indifferent
officials, and uncooperative
witnesses, he is in a race
against time to rescue Nandita
from one of the most depraved
criminal rings he has ever
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

encountered.
Grandfather's Private Zoo Ruskin Bond 1989-06-01
Revolution Twenty20 - 2014
One Night at the Call Center Chetan Bhagat 2008-12-10
Press 1 for technical support.
Press 2 for broken hearts.
Press 3 if your life has totally
crashed. . . . Six friends work
nights at a call center in India,
providing technical support for
a major U.S. appliance
corporation. Skilled in
patience–and accent
management–they help
American consumers keep their
lives running. Yet behind the
headsets, everybody’s heart is
on the line. Shyam (Sam to his
callers) has lost his selfconfidence after being dumped
by the girl who just so happens
to be sitting next to him.
Priyanka’s domineering mother
has arranged for her
daughter’s upscale marriage to
an Indian man in Seattle. Esha
longs to be a model but
discovers it’s a horizontal romp
to the runway. Lost,
dissatisfied Vroom has high
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ideals, but compromises them
by talking on the phone to
idiots each night. Traditional
Radhika has just found out that
her husband is sleeping with
his secretary. And Military
Uncle (nobody knows his real
name) sits alone working the
online chat. They all try to
make it through their
shifts–and maintain their
sanity–under the eagle eye of a
boss whose ego rivals his
incompetence. But tonight is
no ordinary night. Tonight is
Thanksgiving in America:
Appliances are going haywire,
and the phones are ringing off
their hooks. Then one call,
from one very special caller,
changes everything. Chetan
Bhagat’s delicious romantic
comedy takes us inside the
world of the international call
center, where cultural crosswires come together with
perfect pathos, hilarity, and
spice.
Temple of Destiny - 2010
ERROR CODE:: ** LOVE ** Suman Bhattacharya
“I would give anything right
now to reverse the clock by 24
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

hours. But my Karma won’t let
me, I have to compensate for
what I’ve done.” Kolkata, 2008
Driven by a crazed love, Dev,
our next door shy software
engineer commits the biggest
mistake of his life. Over 72
marathon hours, he loses his
education, career, love, and life
by a single act of madnes.
Bengaluru 2012 Years later,
Dev reaches Bengaluru in
search of a better life. Destiny
brings him face to face with his
first love once again. He chases
the same impossible dream
only to find himself burning
and failing in love. On the
verge of losing everything that
mattered, Dev fights his sense
of practicality and his crazy,
but limitless ‘Love’. Let’s find
out who wins! Error Code Love
takes you on an epic journey
through the roads of
friendship, jealousy, obsession,
mistakes, redemption and love.
It raises questions allied to
grey areas of teen emotions
and lets you find the answers
within.
If It’s Not Forever - Durjoy
Datta 2013-09-15
To the everlasting power of
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love . . . When Deb, an author
and publisher, survives the
bomb blasts at Chandni Chowk,
he knows his life is nothing
short of a miracle. And though
he escapes with minor injuries,
he is haunted by the images
and voices that he heard on
that unfortunate day. Even as
he recovers, his feet take him
to where the blasts took place.
From the burnt remains he
discovers a diary. It seems to
belong to a dead man who was
deeply in love with a girl. As he
reads the heartbreaking
narrative, he knows that this
story must never be left
incomplete. Thus begins Deb’s
journey with his girlfriend,
Avantika, and his best friend,
Shrey, to hand over the diary
to the man’s beloved. Highly
engrossing and powerfully told,
If It’s Not Forever . . . tells an
unforgettable tale of love and
life.
What Young India Wants Chetan Bhagat 2012
The 4th Idiot - Biswaroop Roy
Chowdhury
The 4th Idiot is the collection
of RARE S3 (Scientific Super
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

Shortcuts) which can guide you
towards your goals faster. ‘The
4th idiot’ is inspired
unarguably by one of the
greatest film of the Indian
Cinema 3idots which gives a
clear cut message i.e. if you
achieve excellence the success
will follow. This book is an
answer to the question “How to
achieve excellence?” It gives
an insight that if Phunsuk
Wangdu was the school
principal than what will that
school be like? Incidentally the
word Idiot itself can be
remembered as the guiding
acronym towards the step in
the direction of achieving
excellence. I-Imagination DDecision I- Interest OObservation T- Timing.
SECRET OF THE HIMALAYAN
TREASURE - Mundra Divyansh
2019-01-24
THE OLDEST SECRET
SOCIETY OF INDIA. THE
GREATEST TREASURE IN THE
HISTORY OF MANKIND. THE
MOST EPIC MYSTERY OF THE
ANCIENT WORLD. When the
richest man of India confesses
to being part of a secret society
in a live press conference;
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chaos ensues. His daughter
Aanya Vashishtha takes the
help of Aarav Kohrrathi, a
brilliant but egoistic treasure
hunter and his friend Rehann
to solve the mystery of The
Ring of the Seven, a society of
influential men who are tasked
to protect the greatest treasure
in history. What starts off as a
quest to uncover her father’s
secret leads them to something
bigger which they themselves
couldn’t have fathomed. They
take the help from her father’s
associate, Shayna Maheshwari,
a billionaire banker and
someone herself involved with
the secret, as they progress
towards a treasure hidden
somewhere in the Himalayas.
They brave bullets, puzzles,
deadly chases, cult of
assassins, and betrayal as their
quest takes them across the
length and breadth of South
Asia; from the bustling
metropolises of Mumbai and
Delhi to the ancient temples of
Nepal; from the serene
beaches of Sri Lanka to the
towering mountains of the
Himalayas. They try to uncover
a set of secret books of lost
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

arts, which are believed to
reveal the map of the treasure,
and strive to discover the
identities of the masters of the
Ring of the Seven to solve the
penultimate mystery. In a tale
of love and loss, logic and
emotions, religion and history,
action and adventure, and the
trial of a few good men against
the most powerful organization
in the history of mankind. Will
they find the secret of the
Himalayan treasure?
One Indian Girl - Chetan
Bhagaot 2016-08-23
Chetan Bhagaot is author of
one blockbuster book, "One
Indian Girl." The New York
times did not call him anything
yet, USA detains him in airport
every time he visits USA,
Bhagaot got fired from an
"Investment Bank" and trying
to make a living out of writing
books, Chetan Bhagaot is
currently double timing his two
Half Girlfriends Panusha and
Ranusha. Please buy his book
to support him maintaining his
two half girlfriends. Here is
one paragraph excerpt from
the book "One Indian Girl."
Sonja is a divorced and
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attractive Indian girl. She is
working as a software engineer
in an investment bank, USA.
She has money ($$$$), she can
afford sex outside marriage.
She also has opinion on
everything. She is dating
various marriage prospects,
will she get her dream guy?
Guide, The (Modern
Classics) - R.K. Narayan
2010-12
‘The best of R.K. Narayan’s
enchanting novels’—The New
Yorker Raju, a corrupt tourist
guide, together with his lover,
the dancer Rosie, leads a
prosperous life before he is
thrown into prison. After
release he rests on the steps of
an abandoned temple when a
peasant passing by mistakes
him for a holy man. Slowly,
almost reluctantly, he begins to
play the part, acting as a
spiritual guide to the village
community. Raju’s holiness is
put to the test when a drought
strikes the village, and he is
asked to fast for twelve days to
summon the rains. Set in
Narayan’s fictional town,
Malgudi, The Guide is the
greatest of his comedies of selffive-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

deception. ‘A brilliant
accomplishment … Narayan is
the compassionate man who
can write of human life as
comedy’—The New York Times
Book Review ‘Narayan is such
a natural writer, so true to his
experience and emotions’—V.S.
Naipaul
400 Days - Chetan Bhagat
2021-10-08
'My daughter Siya was
kidnapped. Nine months ago, '
Alia said. The police had given
up. They called it a cold case.
Even the rest of her family had
stopped searching. Alia
wouldn't stop looking, though.
She wanted to know if I could
help her. Hi, I am Keshav
Rajpurohit and I am a
disappointment to everyone
around me. I live with my
parents, who keep telling me
how I should a) get married, b)
focus on my IPS exams, c) meet
more people and d) close my
detective agency. But Alia
Arora, neighbour and ex-model,
wanted my help. And I couldn't
take my eyes off her face ... I
mean, her case. Welcome to
400 Days. A mystery and
romance story like none other.
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An unputdownable tale of
suspense, human relationships,
love, friendship, the crazy
world we live in and, above all,
a mother's determination to
never give up. From India's
highest-selling author comes a
page-turner that will not only
keep you glued to the story but
also touch you deeply.
2 States: The Story of My
Marriage (Movie Tie-In
Edition) - Chetan Bhagat
2014-11-01
Love marriages around the
world are simple: Boy loves
girl. Girl loves boy. They get
married. In India, there are a
few more steps: Boy loves girl.
Girl loves boy. Girl's family has
to love boy. Boy's family has to
love girl. Girl's family has to
love boy's family. Boy's family
has to love girl's family. Girl
and boy still love each other.
They get married. Welcome to
2 States, the story of Krish and
Ananya, who are from two
different states of India, deeply
in love with each other, and
want to get married. Of course,
their parents don't agree. To
convert their love story into a
love marriage, the couple has a
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

tough battle ahead of them; for
it is easy to fight and rebel, but
harder to convince. Will they
make it? From the bestselling
author Chetan Bhagat comes
another witty tale about intercommunity marriages in
modern India.
Youth participation in
Europe - Loncle, Patricia
2012-10-10
In a period where social unrest
manifests itself by coinciding
with young people's
dissatisfaction with formal
political involvement and the
diversification of protest
movements across the globe,
the question of youth
participation is at the forefront
of democratic societies. This
timely book offers a fresh look
at youth participation:
examining official and
unofficial constructions of
participation by young people
in a range of socio-political
domains, exploring the
motivations and rationales
underlying official attempts to
increase participation among
young people, and offering a
critique of their effectiveness.
Based on original research
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data, Youth participation in
Europe provides a thorough
analysis of participation
initiatives at the
implementation level and gives
a transversal approach to
various areas of youth
participation. Drawing on
examples from different
European countries, it analyses
the results of structure on
youth participation and the
effects of youth agencies on
types of mobilisation.
English, August - Upamanyu
Chatterjee 2006-04-04
Agastya Sen, known to friends
by the English name August, is
a child of the Indian elite. His
friends go to Yale and Harvard.
August himself has just landed
a prize government job. The job
takes him to Madna, “the
hottest town in India,” deep in
the sticks. There he finds
himself surrounded by
incompetents and cranks, time
wasters, bureaucrats, and
crazies. What to do? Get
stoned, shirk work, collapse in
the heat, stare at the ceiling.
Dealing with the locals turns
out to be a lot easier for August
than living with himself.
five-point-someone-chetan-bhagat-text-file

English, August is a comic
masterpiece from
contemporary India. Like A
Confederacy of Dunces and
The Catcher in the Rye, it is
both an inspired and hilarious
satire and a timeless story of
self-discovery.
Gumrah - Ira Trivedi 2016
'... if we are not careful about
who we trust, we could be used
or even harmed.'-Chetan
Bhagat, from the Foreword
Drawn from real-life events,
and based on a popular teleseries Gumrah by Star India
Pvt. Ltd this book holds tales
revolving around adolescent
crime, deceit, treachery and
bad judgement. In 'Soulmate', a
case of sibling rivalry leads to
disastrous consequences, while
in 'Heartbreak', the dark side
of the nicest of people is
exposed. 'Naaz' reveals how
cultural differences can
sometimes lead to danger and
'Double MMS' shows a college
girl's stabs at popularity going
horribly awry. Written by
bestselling author Ira Trivedi,
Gumrah: 11 Short Teen Crime
Stories is a must-read, with
every story revealing the
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consequences of wrong
choices. Like the show, the
message of the book, aimed
especially at the younger
generation, is: 'Be aware, be
prepared, be safe!
The Girl In Room 105 Chetan Bhagat 2022-07-01
Hi, I'm Keshav, and my life is
screwed. I hate my job and my
girlfriend left me. Ah, the
beautiful Zara. Zara is from
Kashmir. She is a Muslim. And
did I tell you my family is a bit,
well, traditional? Anyway, leave
that. Zara and I broke up four
years ago. She moved on in
life. I didn't. I drank every
night to forget her. I called,
messaged, and stalked her on
social media. She just ignored
me. However, that night, on
the eve of her birthday, Zara
messaged me. She called me
over, like old times, to her
hostel room 105. I shouldn't
have gone, but I did ... and my
life changed forever. This is not
a love story. It is an un-love
story. From the author of Five
Point Someone and 2 States,
comes a fast-paced, funny and
unputdownable thriller about
obsessive love and finding
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purpose in life against the
backdrop of contemporary
India.
Few Things Left Unsaid Sudeep Nagarkar 2017-12-01
Aditya is a confused soul. He is
unclear about his ambitions or
goals in life. He hates
engineering from the core of
his heart, but destiny has other
plans for him as he ends up in
an engineering college despite
his wishes. Aditya's search for
true love comes to a halt when
he runs into Riya, a fellow
college student. Just when
things are going great between
the two, an unexpected tragedy
strikes. Will their love be able
to fight against the odds?
Why I am an Atheist - Bhagat
Singh 2019-08-15
A discussion with a friend soon
turned into a matter of selfassessment, leading to this
discourse on why Bhagat Singh
chose to be an atheist. Even in
the face of death at a very
young age, with uncanny
observations and sharp
questions, he forces us to rethink our foundations to faith
in god.
Micro Life - DK 2021-11-02
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Explore the everyday miracle
of the microscopic world With
spectacular macro photography
and microscope images, this
ebook reveals a hidden, living
world full of intricate
structures beyond the naked
eye. Included are the tiniest
insects and spiders; but looking
deeper, you will discover truly
microscopic creatures--even
bacteria and viruses. Earth is
home to more microbes, and
more different types of
microbes, than any other living
organism. Bacteria on Earth
outweigh humans by 1,100 to
1; and without them, all world
ecosystems would collapse.
This ebook reveals this vital,
unseen realm, but it includes
large life-forms too, in extreme
close-up, so that you can
wonder at the beauty of a
pollen grain, a butterfly egg,
the spore of a fungus, and the
nerve cell of a human. The
spectacular imagery in Micro
Life exploits cutting-edge
technology, such as focusstacked macro photographs, as
well as micrographs
(microscope images) including
scanning electron micrographs.
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Illustrations nearby explain the
science--from the workings of
an insect's eye to how a plant
"breathes" through its leaves.
The biology builds into a
reference on how life works-and how all organisms,
however small, solve the basic
problems of movement,
reproduction, energy,
communication, and defense.
Micro Life is a beautiful and
surprising look at the natural
world.
Educated - Tara Westover
2018-02-20
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL
STREET JOURNAL, AND
BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER
• One of the most acclaimed
books of our time: an
unforgettable memoir about a
young woman who, kept out of
school, leaves her survivalist
family and goes on to earn a
PhD from Cambridge
University “Extraordinary . . .
an act of courage and selfinvention.”—The New York
Times NAMED ONE OF THE
TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY THE NEW YORK
TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE
OF PRESIDENT BARACK
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OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS
OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S
HOLIDAY READING LIST •
FINALIST: National Book
Critics Circle’s Award In
Autobiography and John
Leonard Prize For Best First
Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book
Award • Los Angeles Times
Book Prize Born to survivalists
in the mountains of Idaho, Tara
Westover was seventeen the
first time she set foot in a
classroom. Her family was so
isolated from mainstream
society that there was no one
to ensure the children received
an education, and no one to
intervene when one of Tara’s
older brothers became violent.
When another brother got
himself into college, Tara
decided to try a new kind of
life. Her quest for knowledge
transformed her, taking her
over oceans and across
continents, to Harvard and to
Cambridge University. Only
then would she wonder if she’d
traveled too far, if there was
still a way home. “Beautiful
and propulsive . . . Despite the
singularity of [Westover’s]
childhood, the questions her
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book poses are universal: How
much of ourselves should we
give to those we love? And how
much must we betray them to
grow up?”—Vogue NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY The Washington
Post • O: The Oprah Magazine
• Time • NPR • Good Morning
America • San Francisco
Chronicle • The Guardian •
The Economist • Financial
Times • Newsday • New York
Post • theSkimm • Refinery29
• Bloomberg • Self • Real
Simple • Town & Country •
Bustle • Paste • Publishers
Weekly • Library Journal •
LibraryReads • Book Riot •
Pamela Paul, KQED • New
York Public Library
Half Boyfriend - Judy Balan
2016-10-18
In Half Boyfriend a feudal rich
boy from a village courts a
gorgeous city brat who has a
weakness for lost causes. They
go through a series of pointless
events and unbelievable
coincidences in a dead-end plot
that has to end with the
chuavinist sleeping with the
girl.
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